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Dear Mr. Whitmer and Commissioners: 

 
 
 

RECEIVED 

JAN 0 8 2020 

Napa County Planning, Building 
& Envlronmental Services 

 

As you know, I am an attorney representing the Shadybrook Estate 
Winery and the Rapp Equestrian Center regarding the respective Use Permit 
Applications that were initially heard by the Napa County Planning 
Commission on December 4th , 2019 and are now continued to January 15, 
2020. 

 
At the hearing on December 4, 2019 several issues may not have been 

clear. The Planning Commission had had a long day and now it was after 
5:00 p.m., there was some confusion and both matters were continued. 

 
As I mentioned on December 4th, 2019 my clients are committed to 

working, in good faith, with the staff and you to provide all requested 
answers and information, including compromises to assist you with your 
understanding and your final decisions. 

 
So, I am providing you this letter in this spirit of compromise and 

clarity, consistent with my post-hearing discussions with your staff as 
follows: 

 
I. My clients agree with staff 's analysis which is clearly confirmed , 

that the Applications for the Shadybrook Estate Winery and the Rapp 
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Equestrian Center are in fact consistent with the Napa County General Plan, 
Zoning, and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

 
II. The Applications, because of the physical location and practical 

requirements, propose to continue to share access , wastewater, water system, 
reciprocal parking, shuttle drop-off and pick-up, horse trailer drop-off and 
pick-up.  As is customary, we will prepare an appropriate easement which I 
have done many times so that it can be reviewed by the County Counsel's 
office and recorded. 

 
III. As a result of sharing the wastewater system, we are clarifying 

that the proposed Maximum Visitation and Employees shall be limited so 
that the wastewater generated from both does not exceed the wastewater 
system capacity of 1,165 gallons per day.  I have attached the wastewater 
matrix which sets forth various combinations of employees and visitors. 

 
As examples, the Applicants could, on any given day, have a 

Maximum Visitation and Employees combination of (1) 11 employees and 
100 visitors (which would mean perhaps on that day closing either the 
Shadybrook Estate Winery or the Rapp Equestrian Center.); or (2) 50 
visitors and 9 employees at the Shadybrook Estate Winery , and 43 visitors 
and 9 employees at the Rapp Equestrian Center. 

 
IV. As a result of sharing the wastewater system we are clarifying 

that the proposed Marketing Events are subject to the exact same wastewater 
system capacity of 1,165 gallons per day . So, any and all Marketing Events 
will reduce and utilize the 1,165 gallons per day. Therefore there is no 
duplication. 

 
V. The Application for Shadybrook Estate Winery confirms that the 

Applicants now own all of the grapes that would be processed for the 
requested 70,000 gallon capacity. 

 
VI. The Applications for both Shadybrook Estate Winery and the 

Rapp Equestrian Center clearly demonstrate that Traffic, as professionally 
analyzed, pursuant to Napa County Traffic Engineering requirements 
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confirms that the traffic now, and with the proposals, and in 20 years , is 
functioning at essentially an A- level (see the attached tables). 

 
Even so, we have reached out to neighbors and the Napa County 

Traffic Engineer to find solutions to address the neighbors concerns and to 
slow drivers down.( Itis our understanding that the Napa County Traffic 
Engineer is satisfied with the traffic report but always very willing to assist 
in improving traffic flow and safety.) 
The applicants propose, at their cost, to pay for a radar speed feedback sign 
which the Napa County Traffic Engineer indicates is possible right away and 
can contribute to slowing drivers down. The applicants are also open- 
minded to supporting speed limit signs and will 
continue to work with the neighbors. 

 
VII. The Application for Shadybrook Estate Winery proposes 

purchasing and using 1.83 acre feet of MST recycled water (approximately 
600,000 gallons annually).  The MST recycled water is essentially allowing 
the recharge of the MST aquifer and certainly this is highly beneficial. 
Every 10 years this recharge benefit will be approximately  1.2 million 
gallons. 

 
VIII. The Application for Shadybrook Estate Winery will correct all 

of the many inherited violations of the previous owners.  To clarify and get 
the proper perspective involving responsibility, we wanted to review the 
violations. 

 
A. All of the violations on the outside of the southern side of 

the winery were caused by the previous owners and unknown to the 
applicants until the customary inspection prior to the initial December 4th 

hearing.  These consisted of banding outside equipment for seismic stability, 
two pre-existing extension cords etc. Most have been corrected and 
Building Permits for the overhanging small roofs are being prepared. 

 
B. There was 1 violation in the proposed barrel room.  The 

barrel room area is part of a multi-tiered dilapidated structure.  The bulk of it 
fell down, a portion was cleaned up, and part of a foundation system was 
constructed.  Napa County informed the applicants that they needed a permit 
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and should stop work.  They immediately stopped work.  They have 
prepared and filed the appropriate application for a Building Permit which is 
being processed pending these Applications.  For clarity, absolutely no 
building was constructed . 

 
C. All of the violations inside the Shadybrook Estate Winery , 

except for stacking barrels and a portable counter too close to 2 exists, were 
caused by the previous owners and unknown to the applicants until the 
customary inspection prior to the December 4th hearing.  Most were 
corrected immediately with the inspectors on-site and the remaining items 
where corrected within a few days. 

 
D. All of the violations outside of the northern side of the 

Shadybrook Estate Winery, except for installing a curb for the bocce ball 
court, stringing lights on the outside patio, and the sign (which is being 
reviewed and may comply with Napa County standards) , were caused by the 
previous owners and unknown to the applicants until the customary 
inspection prior to the December 4th hearing.  The applicants, in good faith , 
obtained a Grading Permit and landscaped portions of the outside northern 
areas.  They simply followed a similar design that existed when they bought 
the property and graded an area where they also parked cars. Few if any 
people would think that they need a permit to place a curb on the dg surface 
and play bocce ball or need a permit for small lights. Of course the bocce 
ball court will be eliminated, shades will be put over the lights and any and 
all permits required for the previous owners violations will be prepared and 
submitted. 

 

IX. We now have the Declaration of Phil Rapp and Nancy Rapp 
dated December 13, 2019 and signed under penalty of perjury with attached 
confirming newspaper articles, Napa County Building Permits, and Napa 
County Water Permits which they believe strongly confirms the legal right 
to these historic Rapp Equestrian Center activities.  Even though the 
Declaration is attached we have quoted some sections for easy review: 

 

“During our ownership we had an average of more than 60 horses 
and sometimes as many as 100 horses with multiple marketing and 
sales events including our first major sales event of over 800 
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people in 1983 (attached is the Napa Register newspaper article 
showing all the activities). The commercial activities included at 
least 20 employees including a full-time bookkeeper and many 
horse owners, groomers, stable hands, farriers, and lOOs( hundreds 
)of combinations of cars, trucks, horse trailers and guests. I've 
attached some additional newspaper articles which referred to the 
Rapp Equestrian Center regarding our history ( News background, 
advertisements for our bookkeeper, events and horses). 

 
 

Through the years we had many similar activities. 
 

 

At all times we believed that we had all the proper permits from 
Napa County and we were in full compliance with those permits. 
We reasonably relied on all of those permits, and had no reason to 
think otherwise, especially since we were advertising extensively 
and were known in the community and in the United States. 

 
 
 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct.” 

 

X. Alice and David Alkosser appreciate this opportunity to clarify the 
various issues and believe that their applications are reasonable, as they 
intended, in and of themselves and the factual background confirms that for 
the most part they are cleaning up pre-existing unknown violations, and at 
all times available to work with Napa County staff and your Commission 
and the neighbors. Alice and David Alkosser have knowingly only intended 
to seek approvals for a fraction of the legal historic uses which now turn out 
to be about 10% of the proposed approvals, because they believe that the 
requested approvals comply with all current requirements, fit into the area 
with similar uses and are consistent with their reasonable 10 to 20 year 
business plan. 

 
I believe the applications and the factual background, as clarified 

support your approval  and welcome an opportunity to answer all questions 
and provide all information and continue to listen carefully to you and your 
staff. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

David B. Gilbreth 
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